The paper presents a mathematical model of a computing multi-agent system. The dynamics of a MAS is described in terms of stochastic process theory. Then the optimal scheduling problem for the MAS is formulated together with a result on the existence of optimal strategies. Finally some sufficient conditions for optimality are presented as a way of verification of heuristic scheduling strategies.
Motivation
Multi-agent paradigms are slowly starting to prove their efficiency in design and implementing of large distributed computational systems, although it is still not the mainstream of MAS applications. It appears that MAS paradigms provide a fertile ground for theoretical considerations on the problem of task scheduling in distributed computations. The idea of splitting and migrating tasks tells us to look for analogies with e.g. fluid dynamics. The first step is to formulate some heuristic scheduling strategies (see [5, 2] ) based on the idea of task diffusion. The diffusionbased scheduling strategy has proven to be simple and efficient (see [2, 7] ) in implementing various computational problems ( [8, 1, 9, 6] ) but it lacks a theoretical background allowing us to determine if it is optimal or quasi-optimal in any sense. Thus there was a need to build a formal model for multi-agent computations to provide a way for verification of empirically invited strategies. Such a model was first presented in [7] and in this paper we present its developed version together with some theoretical results concerning existence of optimal strategies and sufficient conditions for optimality. The model is presented in terms of stochastic control theory.
The description of the dynamics of a MAS is contained in section 2. First we introduce a special quantity describing the state of our system as a whole. Then we formulate equations of evolution for that quantity, which allow us to treat the MAS as a stochastic process. Then we show that in many natural situations it can be even a Markov chain. In section 3 we formulate an optimal control problem for our MAS together with a result on the existence of optimal solutions. We give some important examples of cost functionals. Finally we present Bellman-type optimality conditions, which may be used for verification of any heuristic scheduling strategy.
System dynamics

Notation and preliminaries
In this section we state a formal mathematic model for multi-agent computations. It is based on the architectural principles of computing multi-agent system as defined on the Octopus platform (described in [8, 3] ) as well as the experience in implementing computational agent applications on the platform and, especially, a heuristic diffusion-based scheduling strategy for such applications.
Our model was presented first in [7] and we shall use the notations introduced therein. Here we present the main concepts of the model with some minor changes. Consider that we are given a set of all possible agents and denote it by A. Of course in reality the determination of such a set can be rather problematic. It is one of the reasons to avoid considering the evolution of a single agent. Instead, we shall study the dynamics of a whole computing multi-agent system. In this paper we shall consider its discrete-time evolution. Recall the notion of the vector weight of an agent (cf. [7] ) which is the mapping
whose components are the agent task remaining time measured in common units and the agent memory requirement in bytes (the paper [7] uses also symbols E i and M i ). Assume that the dependency of the total weight of child agents after partition upon their parent's weight before partition is well-known, componentwise and linear, i.e. we know the constants c 1 , c 2 ≥ 0 such that in the case of partition A → {A 1 , A 2 } we have
for i = 1, 2 (note that in comparison to [7] we assume that the change of weight during partitions is linear ). Such an assumption seems realistic, in simple cases we have c i = 1 but in general the constants may be either greater or less than 1.
Next recall the notion of the total weight of all agents allocated on a virtual node P at any time
(notations borrowed from [2] ). Obviously we put 0 if no agent is maintained by P . This notion is crucial in our search for a global description of the system dynamics since it is a global quantity describing the state of the system in such a way that seems appropriate for our purposes.
In the sequel we shall assume that the number of virtual nodes N = N is fixed. Thus we can consider W t as a nonnegative vector in R 2N such that
State equations
As said before we shall consider W t as a state of a computing application. Now we shall formulate the equations of evolution of W t . Because of the nondeterministic nature of some computations (see e.g. [9, 6] ) and the need to involve the influence of an operating system and networking environment it is necessary to include a stochastic perturbation in our state equations. In other words, we shall treat W t as a stochastic process on R 2N + .
First consider three simple cases.
'Established' evolution (without migrations or partitions). Then the state equation has the form
where F t is a given stochastic nonnegative vector field.
Partition at node j. Then we have Migration from j to k. In this case the state equations have the form Of course in reality we usually have a mix of the three cases. Putting them all together we obtain the following state equations
with initial conditions
Note that in equation (1) we have also added the explicit time dependency of u m ij . It follows that our W t is a controlled stochastic process with a control strategy
such that u
The control set U contains matrices from [0, 1] N ×N that satisfy at least the following conditions
In fact quite often the conditions imposed on U shall be more restrictive (see next subsection).
The first equation in (5) can be interpreted in the following way: at a given time migrations between two nodes may happen in only one direction. The second equality says that the number of agents leaving a node must not exceed the number of agents present at the node just before the migration.
Remark. It is easy to see that the control set U defined by the conditions (5) is compact (and so are of course its closed subsets).
To give the state equations a more concise form let us introduce some additional notations. Denote by diag(x) the n × n matrix obtained by putting the components of the vector x ∈ R n on the diagonal and 0 outside the diagonal. Denote by d(A) the matrix constructed from a matrix A by setting its non-diagonal terms to 0. Denote by 1 the vector from R n composed of 1's. Finally denote
where I n is the n × n identity matrix and
With the above notation our state equations look like
State space details
In the most general case one could take the whole R 2N + for the state space of the stochastic process W t . But in real situations it is unnecessary and impractical. First of all real computers have limited memory so we have (7) for i = 1, . . . , N . On the other hand it is quite safe to assume that we are able to estimate roughly the maximum time of computations on every machine, namely
Moreover from the considerations of the subsection 2.1 it follows that we may assume that the components of W t are integers. Putting it all together we obtain the following state space
max . (9) Let us call the elements of this finite set s i , i.e.
This analysis of the state space has some consequences. First of them is that we should impose the following condition on F
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where U W is the set of all 2N × 2N matrices u such that
11) Finally assume that F t is such that the right hand side of (6) belongs to S for any admissible control.
3 Optimal scheduling problem
Formulation
In the sequel we shall assume that the mapping F has the form
where ξ 0 , ξ 1 , . . . are mutually independent identically distributed random variables. Denote by G(W, u, ξ) the right hand side of the equation (6), i.e.
G(W, u, ξ)
Remark. Given (9) and (12) it is easy to show that W t is a controlled Markov chain with transition probabilities
for i, j = 0, . . . , K, α ∈ U si . The transition matrix for the control u is
In the following considerations we shall assume that
with probability 1. This is quite natural condition saying that in the case of no migrations or partitions our computing system cannot leave 0 (its desired final state). Then for any α ∈ U 0 we have
with probability 1, which means that the computations cannot leave 0 even if we apply some agent operations. In stochastic process terminology we say that 0 is an absorbing state of Markov chain W t .
The general form of the cost functional for controlled Markov chains of our type is (cf. [4] )
where π is a control strategy (3) and s is the initial state of W t , i.e.
Since 0 is an absorbing state we shall always assume that
i.e. remaining at 0 has no cost (it guarantees that the overall cost can be finite).
Recalling subsection 2.3 we define the following set of admissible controls
Now we are in position to formulate the optimal scheduling problem. Namely given an initial configuration s i we search for such control strategy
W t is a solution of (6), (18) . (21)
Examples of cost functionals
Consider some cost functionals which seem appropriate for multi-agent computations. The first one is the expected total time of computations
We can rewrite it in the form (17) if we put
The second example takes into account the mean load balancing over time. It has the following form
where
is the load concentration (for explanations on functions perf and the above formula see [2] ) and
is its mean over all computing nodes. This time the form of k is straightforward.
Both the above examples do not contain an explicit dependency on the control. Generalising it a little allows us to put some cost on migrations. Namely take a ≥ 0, ij ≥ 0 and µ ij : [0, 1] → R + nondecreasing and such that µ ij (0) = 0, and put
and
Existence of optimal strategies
Now let us consider the existence of solutions for problem (21). To this end let us denote by by
the 'probably not absorbing' part of the transition matrix for a control u and by R n (u) the analogous part of n-step transition matrix obtained by applying the stationary control u 0 = · · · = u n−1 = u. It is easy to see that 
Remark. Equations (25) or (26) provide us with a first tool to check our heuristic strategies for optimality. They allow us also to construct the optimal strategy by means of some iterative procedures (like Gauss-Seidel). But this of course may appear to be too expensive to consider in practice.
